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Jamaica Kincaid’s first book, published in 1978, was a
collection of short stories entitled At the Bottom of the
River. Composed of ten interlocking short stories,
seven first published in the New Yorker, the collection
astounded critics with its breathtaking lyricism, fluid
images, and innovative lines of poetic prose, even as
it confounded critics and readers alike with its
abstract language, its abstruse and ethereal narratives,
and its recesses of metamorphic meaning. Opening
with the terse, dialogic story "Girl,” the collection
explores the mother-daughter melodrama so often a
central motif in Kincaid’s literary texts, but it also
creates alternate states of existences: alter-narratives
in which a girl becomes a man who married "a red
woman with black bramblebrush hair and brown
eyes” (11), in which "blue bells fall to the cool earth;
dying and living in perpetuity” (19); in which a girl
throws stones at a monkey who throws the
back (44); in which a child "passing through a small
beam of light . . . [becomes] transparent” (49); in
which the girl’s mother grows "plates of metal-col
ored scales on her back” (55), and "a world in which
the sun and moon shone at the same time” (77). In
this paper, I explore Kincaid’s diasporic spaces of
land, body and self in the short story "In the Night.”
The title of the story is significant for under
standing the diasporic spaces that the collection tra
verses: the title, formed as a prepositional phrase,
locates the readers and the narrator in the exilic
spaces of diaspora, migration, even transmigration;
we and she are "in the night,” as later in the collec
tion, we are "at the bottom of the river.” In their edi-
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tors’ introduction to Sacred Possessions: Vodou, Santería, Obeah, and the
Caribbean, Margarite Fernández Olmos and Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert iden
tify the religious syncretism of African diasporic religions and contemporary
diasporas as two elements that define contemporary Caribbean identities or a
trans-Caribbean culture (9-10); these elements, in
cross the boundaries
historically mapping the Caribbean-European
and linguistic differ
ence being prominent examples of colonially-constructed borders. These two
interrelated elements inform my reading of "In the Night.” Kincaid’s narrativization of Obeah in the story is linked to contemporary Caribbean diasporas
and the traversal of spaces, times, and cultures that such migration enacts.
Gods, like humans, migrate. Obeah, as a diasporic religión, moved from
places of African origin to "New World” Caribbean sites; likewise, it migrates
from places such as Antigua to the U.S. and elsewhere.
diasporic subjects
move, so
move, creating a phenomenon that Dayan refers to as "the gods
à la dérive" (18).
"In the Night” creates diasporic spaces that refocus the reader’s vision
through Kincaid’s narrative use of Obeah and the
of the narrator as jablesse: these elements subvert the colonial and metaphysical
of
"night” and "darkness” with evil, challenging readers to see the subtleties of
these terrains that are traversed by good and evil, empathy and violence. The
diasporic spaces of At the Bottom ofthe River — like Obeah as narrative,
the
narrator as jablesse — are revealed through Kincaid’s experimental verse that
traverses the boundaries of self, other, alterity, and sameness. She weaves alter
ity into the narratives to displace traditional notions of self and space; self, for
Kincaid, is always a self
even selves) in relation to alterity, created in and
through alter-relations with others; similarly, space, for Kincaid, is mapped
through the alterrains of diaspora and identity.
1. Kincaid’s "Caribbean” Obeah as Trans-Aesthetic and the Jablesse as Narra
tor

Kincaid’s "Caribbean” is created textually through the use of Obeah as a "transaesthetic” (an aesthetics of transformation, or tran-forms) and the embodi
ment of the narrator as jablesse (a spirit in Obeah who metamorphoses,
seduces, and traverses the boundaries of matter/spirit, animal/human,
evil/good). Obeah (Obi, Obiah, or Obia, derived from the Ashanti word obayifo — like
in Haiti, Santería in Cuba and Venezuela, Quimbois in
Guadeloupe and Martinique, Macumba and Camdomblé in
hoodoo and
conjure in the United States, Kele in St. Lucia, and Shangó in Trinidad and
Tobago, Grenada, and Barbados — is an African diasporic religion. Obeah is
practiced in anglophone Caribbean countries (formerly colonized by the
British) by descendants of slaves with Ashanti-Fanti cultural and linguistic ori
from the Gold Coast (modern-day Ghana) of Africa (Richardson 173).
"Obeah is a ‘hybrid’ or ‘Creolized’ Caribbean religion,” notes historian Alan
Richardson, "with indigenous West African roots, which includes such prac
tices as ritual incantation and the use of fetishes or charms” (173). According
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to Fernández Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert, “the practice of Obeah involves the
putting on and "taking off’ of jumbees’ (ghosts or spirits of the
for either
good or evil purposes” (6). They also note that Obeah practice “involves the use
of animal and natural
for cures and spells” and that the terms
Obeah-man and Obeah-woman,
quimboiseur (in Guadeloupe and Mar
tinique where Quimbois is practiced), is “interchangeable with folk doctor" (7).
Obeah, like Vodoun, was also a spiritual and political reservoir
the
African slaves who practiced it; and like Vodoun, Obeah played a key role in
slave revolts and attempts to subvert colonial power. For example,
was
instrumental in Makandal’s 1757 revolt and in Boukman’s 1791 rebellion in San
Domingue, which led to the Haitian Revolution from 1791 to 1804; Obeah
played a key role in the 1760 rebellion of Ashanti slaves in Jamaica led by the
Obeah-man Tacky (Richardson 172-74; Fernández Olmos and ParavisiniGebert 8). Prior to these revolts (inspired by African diasporic spiritual beliefs
and led by religious leaders), Obeah was regarded by the British as African
“superstition,” a primitive, animist, but innocuous, posing little threat. After
the slave revolts, Obeah was legally and socially suppressed by colonial admin
istrators. Richardson explains, “As a cultural signifier with British colonial dis
course, Obeah shifts from denoting a harmless and appropriable 'primitive’
belief underscoring the cultural superiority of the British, to a "savage’ custom
which evinces African barbarity and must be outlawed and obliterated by the
whites” (175); yet, Obeah persisted and, despite colonial suppression (often by
extremely violent means), still endures in anglophone Caribbean countries like
Antigua.
In deploying Obeah as narrative and as aesthetic trans-form, Kincaid draws
on its insurrectional, anti-colonial potential to disrupt the metaphysical para
and rhetorical parameters of colonialist discourse. For, as Joan Dayan
notes, “the institution of slavery, in wrenching individuals from their native
land and from their names and their origins, produced communities of belief
that would be distinguished from the mood or character of Western religion”
(16), and I would add, Western literary forms. Kincaid’s textual narrativization
of Obeah (and its nomadic, anti-western trans-forms) imbues the stories in At
the Bottom of the River and refigures the narrator as jablesse. In Obeah, a jablesse (or djablesse, whose masculine form is djab or jab) is a creolized spirit that
many forms and incarnations; the jablesse also bears the marks of both
African diasporic religions, and inevitably, its suppression under British Colo
nialism. In Vodoun, Dayan notes,
the devotee refers to his loa
or spirit] not only as anges, mystères, or
saints, or les invisibles, but also as diables [devils]. Here we see the crossing
of languages and terms that is so much a part of the transformative process
es of Vodoun. For the practitioner has internalized the language of Christ
ian demonization, taught him by the priest or pastor in order to wean him
from belief, but usually ending up reinforcing the presence of the gods in
his or her life.
(26)
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In the British West Indies, where slavery continued until
and colonialism
endured for a much longer period than in Haiti (where both came to an abrupt
end in 1804 at the end of the Haitian Revolution with the establishment of
Ayiti, the first black Republic in the western hemisphere), the suppression and
“demonization” of Obeah was more thorough-going. In Obeah, a jablesse is a
she-devil who is both powerful and seductive, coy and destructive. According
to Fernandez Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert, the djab, or djablesse, is a “
spirit who seduces and tricks men” (284). Since jablesse and djablesse are patois
variants of diablesse, Dayan’s point about the conflation of gods and devils or
loas/lwas and diables more fully resonates with the role of the jablesse in Obeah.
In Kincaid’s literary texts, the powerful evocations of the jablesse are also
the sparks of imagination, the creative forces of alternate worlds, and other
“world-making” or in other words, the jablesse acts divinely: creating and
destroying. Helen Pyne Timothy interprets Ma Chess (in Annie John) as
“African healer, bush medicine
and Caribbean obeah woman,” who is
“extremely conscious of the presence of good and evil in life” and who is “able
to ward off evil” (241). Timothy goes further in suggesting that Ma Chess “is
also the mythological ‘flying African’ able to cross the seas without a boat, and
the flying ‘soucouyant’ (female witch) who lives in the ground” (241). Despite
these affiliations, Timothy notes that Ma Chess’s world “is not threatening to
the child [Annie John, her granddaughter] but comforting and healing because
of its coherency, its validity, and its verity” (241). I would like to expand Tim
othy’s point in adding that this reconfiguration of evil as good parallels Kincaid’s revaluations ofjablesse/diablesse as creative, rather than destructive, force
in At the Bottom ofthe River and her textual revaluations of Lucifer, the hero of
Milton’s Paradise Lost, in Annie John and Lucy.
In Kincaid’s At the Bottom of the River, the jablesse appears, disappears,
reappears — in the mountains, at the river, in the night. In the stories, the jab
lesse is a metamorphic alter-figuration of the girl (as narrator) and her mother.
As writer, Kincaid, too, shifts forms or trans-forms like a
In an inter
view Sewelyn R. Cudjoe asked Kincaid “What is the role of obeah in your
work?” Kincaid replied, “it’s lodged not only in my memory but in my own
unconscious. So the role obeah plays in my work is the role it played in my life.
I suppose it was just there” (228-29). Later in the interview, Kincaid notes the
profound alter-reality lived under the spell of Obeah in Antigua:
Reality was not to be trusted the thing you saw before you was not really
quite to be trusted
it might represent something else. And the
thing you didn’t see might be right there — I mean, there were so many sto
ries about people who were followed home by a dead person, and the dead
person eventually led them into a pond. People would say, “Oh, the Jablesse
are out tonight.”
(230)

In the story, and in the collection, the Jablesse are also out “in the night.” Just
as Kincaid identifies with Lucifer in Annie John and Lucy, Kincaid identifies
with the jablesse as creative force in At the Bottom ofthe River. (As a Caribbean
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writer, Kincaid shares in this diabolic genesis with the Dominican writer Jean
Rhys. According to Elaine Savory, Rhys saw writing as a "summoning [of]
spirits” (217) in which the devil (or author) is a source of rebellion,
and creation. In "Heaven and Hell,” a section of Rhys autobiography Smile
Please, Rhys notes the "hell of those who seek, strive, rebel” and the
of
those who cannot think void thought, who have no imagination” (140; qtd.
in Savory 226). In the stories in At the Bottom of the River, Kincaid, as writer,
assumes the role of the jablesse. Kincaid, as jablesse, also assumes the role of
the writer in the Caribbean where African créole religions offer alternative con
ceptions of reality.
Many scholars have noted the transformations of the "girl” in the collection
from the opening story, "Girl,” to the final story, "At the Bottom of the River,”
and several scholars have also noted Kincaid’s use of Obeah in the stories;
scholarship on Kincaid’s work, though, still lacks a thorough analysis of how
Obeah forms the aesthetic and philosophical fabric of her literary texts. Diane
Cousineau hints toward such an analysis in her reading of Annie John, and my
analysis of At the Bottom of the River in this paper is indebted to Cousineau’s
provocative, though incomplete discussion of Obeah in Kincaid’s writings. In
Letters and Labyrinths, Cousineau writes,
whereas the reality of the novel seems fixed in the specular relation of
mother and daughter, we discover a more elusive layer of reality embedded
within the narrative that insists on the significance of what cannot seen,
presences that cannot fixed or contained but that are experienced as hav
ing a power beyond the contesting wills of this tortuous relation. This
sense of otherness, of invisible and uncontrollable forces, that hovers
throughout is connected to the obeah rituals and can be translated as the
mythic attempt to represent the life of the unconscious. One is thus left on
the threshold of the real that refuses to be contained within the space of the
[Lacanian] mirror, powerful as that captivation is.
(122)

Whereas Cousineau’s approach is a psychoanalytic one, my own approach to
the aesthetic
of Obeah in Kincaid’s literary texts is one theoretically
informed by postcolonial, Caribbean, and diasporic studies. Kincaid’s At the
Bottom of the River,
magical realist narratives, fuses the supernatural with
the natural, the spiritual with the material, and the metamorphic with the sta
tic, while altering the space-time dimensions of narrative forms. Kincaid’s texts
engage philosophical conceptions of space and time, while exploring the possi
bilities for genesis and destruction that these categories make intelligible. In
my analysis of "In the Night” below, I explore Kincaid’s literary mythologiza
tions of space, time, being and nothingness. Kincaid aesthetically and concep
tually traverses the boundaries between ontology and nihilism, between creative
words and annihilating silence. The textual and poetic shifts in Kincaid’s works
deconstruct the traditional spatio-temporal parameters of narrative mimesis,
while presenting a
poesis of space and time.
Elements that seem fantastical by American (or colonialist) literary con
ventions of realism are the cultural alterrains of Obeah in the Caribbean and in
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Kincaid’s native Antigua. The jablesse, I argue, has a key aesthetic and narra
tive role in At the Bottom of the River. The “girl” and the “mother” are both jablesses, spirits incarnating multiple forms (spirit, human, and animal), as when
the mother and the girl metamorphose into serpents in the story “My Mother”:
“Taking her head into her large palms, she flattened it so that her eyes, which
now ablaze, sat on top of her head and spun like two revolving balls”; “she
instructed me to follow her example,” the girl says, “and now I too traveled
along on my white underbelly, my tongue darting and flickering in the hot air”
(55). Later in the story, the mother grows to “enormous height[s]” (58); the
daughter glows “red with anger” (58), and like an animal, she “roars” and
“whines” (56). Their metamorphoses in the stories allow the reader to traverse
the boundaries of space-time, life-death, human-animal, the spiritual and the
material, and both characters (in their multiple incarnations) map the continu
um between these poles. In the story “In the Night,” the girl asks her mother
about the jablesse:
What are the lights in the mountains?”
“The lights in the mountains? Oh, it’s a jablesse.”
“A jablesse! But why? What’s a jablesse?”
“It’s a person who can turn into anything. But you can tell they aren’t
because of their eyes. Their eyes shine like lamps, so bright that you can
tell it’s a jablesse. They like to go up in the mountains and gallivant. Take
good care when you see a beautiful woman. A jablesse always tries to look
like a beautiful woman.”
(8-9)
Kincaid’s characterization of the “girl” and the “mother” as jablesses is akin
to Ben Okri’s use of the child narrator as abiku, the spirit-child in
mythology who can move in and out of life and death. In the short story
“Blackness,” the narrating I describes her child as a figure of the jablesse:

I see my child arise slowly from her bed. I see her cross the room and stand
in front of a mirror. She looks closely at her straight, unmarred body. Her
skin is without color, and when passing through a small beam of light, she
is made transparent. Her eyes are ruby, revolving orbs, and they burn
coals caught suddenly in a gust of wind. This is my child!
(49-50).

Mother; daughter, jablesse: beautiful, seductive, dangerous, metamorphic. For
Kincaid, these metamorphoses disrupt mimetic forms of representation: “stand
ing in front of a mirror . . . passing through a small beam of light, she is made
transparent” (49-50). For Kincaid, then, the jablesse figures not only as char
acter and narrator, but also as aesthetic. The narrator incarnates transitory
desires through sensory experiences — sight, sound, touch — fusing alter-experiences in a provocative synaesthesia. Senses become interwoven synaesthetically, disrupting the boundaries of human/animal, spiritual/material,
living/non-living that are operative in the binary logic of colonialist rhetoric.
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Kincaid's short story collection moves through many unmarked territories or
places
in the night, blackness, at the bottom of the river.
2. “In the Night”: Alterrains of Identity in Diaspora
In the Night, the second story in At the Bottom of the River, marks the real
beginning of the girl’s sojourn away from hearth, home, and mother in the col
lection, her movements “in the night” as the narrator and ever-changing pro
tagonist of the stories, but also as
a transitory and elusive spirit. “In
the Night” weaves domestic
with dark visions, natural
with
supernatural occurrences, and real moments with fantastical ones. Using ideas
and beliefs from Obeah, including a soucouyant (female witch) who ritualistically removes her skin and a jablesse masked as “lights in the mountains” (8),
Kincaid explores the subtle distinctions of
and night, of material worlds and
spiritual ones, of wakefulness, and sleep, and dreams. She also blurs the bound
aries of these terrains, refusing what Abdul JanMohamed calls the Manichean
of colonialist discourse. For JanMohamed, colonial discourse operates
according to a dualistic mode of thought that he calls the ‘Manichean allegory’:
Just as imperialists ‘administer’ the resources of the conquered country, so
colonialist discourse ‘commodifies’ the native subject into a stereotyped
object and uses him as a ‘resource’.... Once reduced to his exchange-value
in the colonialist signifying system, he is fed into the manichean allegory,
which functions as the currency, the medium of exchange, for the entire
colonialist discursive system.
(83)

JanMohamed’s concept of the “Manichean allegory” is influenced by Fanon’s
discussion of the “Manichean struggle” in Black Skin, White Masks: “GoodEvil, Beauty-Ugliness, White-Black: such are the characteristic pairings of the
phenomenon that, making use of an expression of Dide and Giuraud, we shall
call ‘manicheism delirium’” (183).
Kincaid’s story “In the Night” disrupts the Manichean logic of colonialist
discourse and exposes lives lived under postcolonial legacies as mapped in the
intimate and open, if also at times violent, spaces between the demarcated bor
of colonial terrains. The people and spirits inhabiting “the night” are from
all walks of Antiguan life-laborers, békés or bequés (descendants of white plan
tation owners), jumbees (ghosts or spirits of the deceased), soucouyants or soucriants (female witches), jablesses (she-devils), fathers, mothers, and children. The
people “in the night” include the night-soil men who collect the feces from the
pit toilets; a bird-woman in the trees; a girl who dreams and wets her bed; a
mother who “can change everything” (8); a father who is spoken of and yet not
spoken of; a man and a woman who share a bed until the man kills the woman;
Mr. Straffee (“the undertaker”) who
the woman’s body away; the beke Mr.
Gishard — buried in
“white suit” from England who now stands, as a jumbee, “under a cedar tree” sipping rum (7); the people who see Mr. Gishard don-
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ning his white suit and “who now live in the house [and] walk through the door
backward” (8) to keep the dead man’s spirit out; the “red-skin woman with
black bramblebush hair and brown eyes” (11) whom the girl wants to marry.
These real creatures and characters, spirits and bodies, haunt and inhabit the
nocturnal spaces of “the night,” and their inhabiting crosses these borders.
The story also introduces mother/daughter/father as a textual triad, paral
lel in the material realm to jablesse/girl/night-soil man in the spiritual, but the
material and spiritual are not divided; instead, they are interpenetrating terrains
that are constantly traversed “in the night.” These triads refigure the terrains of
selves as multiple, as alterrains in which the borders of man and woman, adult
and child, day and night, body and soul are crossed. They see the nightly move
ments; they, too, move “in the night.” These alterrains refigure and remap the
alterity of selves, the subjectivity of others, and the indiscernibility, at times, of
each. Such a radical reconfiguration of self-other (and selves-others) clearly
breaks with colonialist notions of self-other configured hierarchically and
axiomatically: within a colonialist model, self is discrete, self-determining,
autonomous, detached, subjectively contained (subjectified); the other is exter
nal, distant, objectively marked (objectified). The oppositional relations of selfother operative within colonialist logic are marked by conquest, colonizer and
colonized. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson discuss the hierarchical relations of
colonial subject and colonized collective, according to colonial discourse, in
their editors’ introduction to De/Colonizing the Subject: The Politics of Gender in
Women’s Autobiography: “Where Western eyes see Man as a unique individual
rather than a member of a collectivity, of race or nation, or sex or sexual pref
erence, Western eyes see the colonized as an amorphous, generalized collectiv
ity” (xvii). Kincaid’s texts do not reverse this dichotomy; rather, her literary
texts reveal how these terrains are imbricated. In Kincaid’s writings, self touch
es upon the others surrounding her, and alterity is imbued with subjectivity.
Kincaid refuses the colonial, hierarchical divisions of self-other, exploring the
other within and the self without (or explores the alterity and objectivity of the
self, the subjectivity of others and even objects). Kincaid’s literary texts thus
suggest an ethics and politics of alterity. As Paula Moya writes, “coalitions
across
require a thorough understanding of how we are different
from others, as well as how they are different from us. Because . .. differences
are relational, our ability to understand an ‘other’ depends largely on our will
ingness to examine our ‘self’” (125-26). Kincaid’s textual imbrications of self
with others, though, forces us to rethink the binaristic logic that divides one
from the other.

3. Girl as Jablesse: Space, Time, and History “In the Night”
In the story, nocturnal space is an all-encompassing vastness that is without
temporal division. “In the night,” Kincaid writes, “way into the middle of the
night, when the night isn’t divided like a sweet drink into little sips, when there
is no just before midnight, midnight, or just after midnight . . .” (6). Night’s
depths are unmarked; the night is oceanic in its expanse, not measured in sips.
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This nocturnal space is planetary, earthly, and its indivisible temporality is spa
tially and geographically marked. Night is a space of contrasts and geologic
variations: "round in some places, flat in some places, and in some places like a
deep hole, blue at the edge, black inside” (6). Time is
in space. Here,
Kincaid’s “night” is timeless, and space is contoured geologically, not cartographically as colonial territory In this passage, Kincaid echoes the preoccu
pation of many Caribbean writers with history and the historical. Both Derek
Walcott in “The Muse of History” and “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Mem
ory” and Edouard Glissant in “The
the Uncertain” from Caribbean Dis
course critique Hegel’s world historical model as outlined in The Philosophy of
History:
Africa proper, as far as History goes back,
remained — for all pur
poses of connection with the rest of the world — shut up; it is the Goldland compressed within itself— the land of childhood, which lying beyond
the days of self-conscious history, is enveloped in the dark mantle of night.
The negro as already observed exhibits the natural man in his com
pletely wild and untamed state. We must lay aside all thought of reverence
and morality — all that we call feeling — if we would rightly comprehend
him; there is nothing harmonious with humanity to be found in this type
of character. ...
At this point we leave Africa
to mention it again. For it is
his
torical part of the world; it has no movement of development to exhibit.
Historical movement in it — that is in its northern part — belongs to the
Asiatic or European World. . ..
What we properly understand as African, is the Unhistorical, Undevel
oped Spirit, still involved in the conditions of mere nature and which had to
be presented here only as on the threshold of the World’s history. . . .
The History of the World travels from East to West, for Europe is
absolutely the
ofHistory, Asia is the beginning.
(quoted in Lamming 15)

Hegel’s model posits Africa as ahistorical, Asia as prehistorical, and Europe as
historical. According to Hegel, the world existed in different historical stages
of evolution, with Europe as the height of history and civilization and with
Africa as the nadir of this evolutionary chain. Like Walcott and Glissant, Kin
caid critiques Hegel’s Eurocentric model, revealing that “imposed nonhistory”
(Glissant’s term) is a violent erasure resulting from the forced displacement and
enslavement of Africans in the Middle Passage and the continued dispossession
of British and French colonialism in the Caribbean. Kincaid reminds her read
ers that colonial maps may territorialize space, but it also erases those perceived
to be without history or without linear, temporal evolution (a la Hegel). Colo
nial erasure, though, is
totalizing; the shadows or fragments of lives lived
under colonialism are always present, if not fully visible.
The visible and the invisible, the absent and the present, in fact, are
boundaries that are transgressed in the story “In the Night.” Kincaid’s
of
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sensory experience alternates from sight to sound to touch in the narrative, and
frequently the images are fused synaesthetically. In the opening section of the
narrative, the sensory
is multiple, but sight predominates; the narra
tor focuses on what is seen and what cannot be seen-both enter into a specular
economy that subverts colonialist surveillance, even as it narratively deploys the
gaze. In "Under Western Eyes,” David Spurr writes in
trenchant analysis of
colonialist rhetoric The Rhetoric ofEmpire, "the body is that which is most prop
er to the primitive, the
by which the primitive is represented” (22). The
colonial administrator surveys the land and the bodies of the colonized, and in
this colonialist gaze, Spurr writes, "The eye treats the body as a landscape” (23).
The girls
in the story also surveys the land, the night, its inhabitants; her
vision, though, operates differently. It sees the multiple figures who move in
the night,
different both from the others and individually metamorphic.
If the colonialist eye turns bodies into landscapes, territories to be colo
nized, the girl’s eye is open to the landscape as body and as embodied. The
scenes and images in this section are captivating. Returning to time, timeless
ness, and vision, Kincaid writes: It is then, "in the night,
into the middle
of the night,” when "the night-soil men come” (6; emphasis added). Fulfilling
their duties, "they come and go, walking on the damp ground in straw shoes.
Their feet in the straw shoes make a scratchy sound. They say nothing” (6;
emphasis added). The "night-soil men” not only work in the nocturnal vastness,
they also see spirits who move "in the night.” Kincaid links the labor of colo
nized men to the movement of African diasporic spirits, both of whom forcibly
crossed oceans, suffered toil, oppression, and near extinction, and rhizomatically survived in a new land. The African diaspora
the scattering both of
people and cultures. First, "the night-soil men can see a bird walking in the
trees,” only "it isn’t a bird” (6; emphasis added). What appears, at first, to be "a
bird walking in the trees” is suddenly a woman shedding her
like feathers,
departing soon "to drink the blood of her secret enemies” (6). In the night, the
girl as narrator also incarnates the narrator as jablesse. In the night, the bird
woman is a jablesse — or soucriant (also soucouyan, soucouyant, or soucougnan,
and sometimes called a volant) — who sheds her skin, walks in tree branches,
flies. Ivette Romero-Cesareo explains that a soucouyan "is a word of African
origin meaning human beings transformed into balls of fire. According to oral
tradition, they suck people’s blood (much like the vampires of European ori
gin). This power, usually attributed to old women, is either inherited or
acquired through a pact with the devil” (265 n13). It is the night-soil men who
see the bird-woman preparing for flight and departure, but the narrator also
knows what the night-soil men see. The girl sees the night-soil men and the
bird-woman: she watches the night, and as witness, she is figured in this rela
tion.
These are metamorphic relations, though; they are créolized, and not pure
forms. The triangulated terrains of
night-soil man, and bird-woman map
the alterrains of night. This self-in-relation diverges from metaphysical, colo
nialist notions of subjectivity as individuated, contained, clearly demarcated.
Kincaid’s texts rusefully, and even guilefully, confound these borders of selfother or selves-others and thereby deconstruct colonialist notions of subjectiv-
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ity and objectivity. The triangulation of subjective spaces in the story "In the
Night” is one such example. With the jablesse and the night-soil man, the girl
a nocturnal triad. Rather than a radical disjuncture of the material and
the spiritual, as defined in the gulf between God and Man in Christian belief,
here matter and spirit are inter-penetrating; this configuration of the world dis
places colonialist metaphysics in which spirit transcends body and world. Kin
caid reverses British colonial desire, displacing the Christian trinity with
African diasporic religious forms or trans-forms.
The nocturnal landscape, though, is not only spiritual or spirit-filled,
exploring and deconstructing the culturally determined values of good and evil;
it is also material and embodied. Indeed, the night’s inhabitants traverse the
boundaries of spirit-matter, subject-object, human-animal, and perhaps most
intimately, body-dwelling. In his "phenomenological inquiry on poetry,” Poet
ics of Space, Gaston Bachelard explores the house in poetics as an intimate psy
chological space that is both “dispersed” and “embodied” (3): “Not only our
memories, but the things we have forgotten are ‘housed’. Our soul is an abode.
And by remembering ‘houses’ and ‘rooms’, we learn to ‘abide’ within ourselves.
Now everything becomes clear, the house images move in both directions: they
are in us as much as we are in them” (xxxiii). For Bachelard, the house is one’s
“first universe” (14), the “cosmos” (4); and the poet of space writes or reads a
room, a house (14). In A Small Place, Kincaid reminds us, though, that Antigua
itself is just such a “small place,” and the house in Kincaid’s texts is a cosmos
that textually opens onto the universe of the island. Bachelard’s “poetics of
space” with rooms to be written and houses to be read opens windows and
doors into Kincaid’s dwellings.
Returning to the scene “in the night”: The girl-narrator knows that the
bird-woman “has left her skin in a corner of a house made out of wood” (6).
This connection between
(corporeal), wood (raw, natural resource), and
house (constructed) is provocative, for it reveals body and nature, corporeality
and ‘raw’ natural resource, as constructed elements. The house, in many of Kin
caid’s stories, stands in metonymic relation to body (compare, for example, the
houses in “At Last,” “Blackness,” and “My Mother”). The metonymic relations
of house-body also blur the boundaries of subject-object. In the passage from
“In the Night,” the woman sheds subjectivity, like skin, “left ... in a corner of
a house made out of wood.” Where Bachelard’s houses are
coded spaces, Kincaid’s poetic dwellings are corporeal as well as psychologicallived, embodied, but
essentialized, always built or constructed from wood
chopped, hewn, planed, notched, and assembled in words. Through these con
structions, a house is built; a room materializes; a body forms.
Like the jablesse, or soucouyant, the girl is taken over by the spirits of oth
ers, as the jablesse ritualistically sheds herself and is taken over by the lwas or
spirits. The passage describes the vision of the night-soil men in alter-objective
terms: “it isn’t a bird. It is a woman who
removed her skin ... It is a woman
who has left her skin in a corner ... It is a woman who is reasonable and
admires honeybees in the hibiscus. It is a woman, who, as a joke, brays like a
donkey when he is thirsty” (6-7). In this passage, the boundaries between
human and animal are also crossed, a transformation common to Obeah. In
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this last reference, girl and jablesse merge in a frightening, if seductive, illusion,
as she, they, bray “like a donkey” According to Obeah folklore, the jablesse
often embodies the form of a beautiful, seductive woman (from the waist up),
but with the body of an animal (from the waist down); her feet are hooves, and
she often brays, once her victim recognizes her as a jablesse. But Kincaid refus
es an aesthetic or religious reduction of jablesse to diabolic incarnation; she is
also a benign and creative force, a reasonable woman admiring bees and flow
ers. In so doing, Kincaid reminds us that the spiritual force of jablesse — as
diabolic — is a western, Christian construct.
The lines describing the vision of the jablesse, or soucouyant, with alterobjective detachment reiterate the impersonal subject-verb construction, “it is .
.. it is ... it is.” This woman who removes her skin and “brays like a donkey”
is no woman at all: she is jablesse, incantatory and seductive. The night-soil
men see the jablesse or spirit, and the girl-narrator knows. In this knowledge,
the girl elusively embodies both, but remains bound to neither. Earlier I inter
preted this triad as a
of the colonialist divisions of material and spiritu
al, but it also suggests a refusal of the colonialist demarcations of self and other.
Desire and knowing are triangulated through the girl, the jablesse, and the
night-soil man: they are not, in Christian terms, three persons in hypostatic
union; conversely, the relations of self and others here and throughout the nar
rative are transient, shifting, malleable, yet still embodied and sensately experi
enced. If the
British colonialists regarded the slaves as “in need of the
Christianization and ‘de-Africanization which [they felt] only a reformed colo
nial system might effect” (Richardson 180), Kincaid foils this desire to “Chris
tianize” and “de-Africanize” West Indian subjects. Using Obeah as trans-aesthetic force opening the narrator to embodied, sensory worlds, Kincaid also
subverts the colonialist subordination of body to mind or spirit: in Obeah, body
and spirit are interpenetrating, and intellect is not valorized over the senses as
a form of knowing.
Sound, in the next paragraph, replaces image as the girl-narrator shifts
senses poetically; the narrator’s words are detached and impersonal initially
(“there is the sound”), yet open ultimately into intricate and diverse
Words form incantations: oral and aural suffuse the textual. Kincaid tunes the
reader’s ear to life in Antigua; her words are, as Glissant writes in Poetics of
Relation, “the passage opening onto the archipelago of languages” (84). What
the night-soil men see, what the girl-narrator knows, unfolds in a long para
graph marked by phrases that all begin, “there is the sound. . .”:
There is the sound of a cricket, there is the sound of a church bell, there is the
sound of this house creaking, that house creaking and the other house
creaking as they settle into the ground. There is the sound of a radio in the
distance — a fisherman listening to merengue music. There is the sound of a
man groaning in his sleep; there is the sound of a woman disgusted at the
man groaning. There is the sound of the man stabbing the woman, the sound
of her blood as it hits the floor, the sound of Mr. Straffee, the undertaker,
taking her body away. There is the sound of her spirit back from the dead,
looking at the man who used to groan; he is running a fever forever. There
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is the sound of a woman writing a letter; there is the sound of her pen nib on
the white paper; there is the sound of the kerosene lamp dimming; the sound
of her head aching.
(7; emphasis added)

The paragraph opens with everyday sounds —
chirping, church bells
chiming,
creaking, merengue music playing on the radio — before con
ducting more intimate, grating, even violent sounds: “a man groaning ... a
woman disgusted at the man groaning . . . the man stabbing the woman, the
sound of her blood as it hits the floor, the sound of Mr.
the undertak
er, taking her away” (7). Kincaid’s text creates a symphony of the commonplace,
the quotidian, and the simple, yet these sounds are often inharmonious. “In the
Night” captures the sounds of everyday people whose lives are not usually seen
or heard; she melodically, mellifluously, and rhythmically composes beauty from
simplicity.
These sounds begin and end in houses — bodily metonyms — as
spread from “this house creaking; that house creaking, and the other house
creaking as they settle into the ground.” These
merge and symphonically fuse “in the night.” Kincaids domestic, even homely homilies, are embod
ied and lived, yet they refuse essentialist definitions of body: like
they
are built and dwelled in; sometimes destroyed or abandoned.
houses “settle
into the ground,” the murdered womans body refuses to “settle into the
ground,” and the night-soil men hear “the sound of her back from the dead,
looking at the man who used to groan” (7). This woman who refuses death, like
the bird-woman “who has removed her skin” and left it “in a corner of a house”
(6), returns to the house where her murderous husband, “who used to groan,”
lies racked with illness, “running a fever forever” (7). Skin, like houses, may be
abandoned or recovered. And skin, as Sidonie Smith notes, “is the literal and
metaphorical borderland between the materiality of the ... [writing] T and the
contextual surround of the world” (266). In this sense, Kincaid’s mapping of
bodies and texts displaces colonialist and patriarchal divisions of body/text.
The woman exacts revenge: the night-soil men see the jablesse “on her
to
drink the blood of her secret enemies” (6). Does the jablesse swarm and return
for the blood of the woman “as it hits the floor”? Or, is the blood her own?
Instead, the woman writes a letter. Kincaid rewrites folkloric legends of the
soucouyant (soucriani) who
her skin, flies at night, sucks the blood of
unsuspecting victims into a woman who writes, whose skin is page and blood
ink; a woman who turns her body into text. The narrator explains, “there is the
sound of her pen nib on the white writing paper” and “the sound of the
kerosene lamp dimming”; as the paragraph closes, the final note is “the sound
of her head aching” (7). Kincaid’s text — and meta-textually, the woman’s let
ter — reframe skin,
blood, ink, written text, and oral sound as interrelat
ed:
Sound and the music of words fuse with the palpable resonances of body
and text. In the next few lines, sounds continue to suffuse night’s air, but the
senses also shift toward touch and visceral sensations. The narrator describes
the night and the rain as it “falls on the tin roofs, on the leaves, in the trees, on
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the stones in the yard, on sand, on the ground,” leaving the night "wet in some
places, warm in some places” (7). In the rain, in the night, the narrator and the
night-soil men are immersed in the material and the spiritual, among the liv
ing and the dead; the spirits, creatures, and people who move in the night tra
verse the boundaries of space and time, of life and death. The living lie in bed
feverishly; the dead move about. Sight, sound, touch fuse synaesthetically in
the
of Kincaids words.
The narrator says, "There is Mr. Gishard, standing under a cedar tree which
is in full bloom, wearing that nice white suit, which is as fresh as the day he was
buried in it” (7). Like a jumble (a jumbee or duppie) standing beneath a silk cot
ton tree, Mr. Gishard drinks his rum, dividing now the night "like a sweet drink
into little sips” (6); in his hand, "the same glass
of rum that he had in his
hand shortly before he died” (8). Mr. Gishard is
ambivalent presence; he is
not only béké, symbol of colonial power and continued, post-abolition planta
tion economy, but also jumbee/jumbie, a ghost of the dead who returns to guard
his house, survey his land, control the living. As a béké, Mr. Gishard orders
space through colonial divisions; he represents the plantation economy of time
measured, scheduled, charted and space divided, guarded, plowed. Under the
cedar tree, he watches "the house in which he used to live” (8), striking terror
in the hearts of the people who now live in his house. Dwelling in Mr.
Gishard’s house, the people "walk through the door backward” (8) when they
see the dead man standing under the cedar tree. As with Obeah belief, the peo
ple walk backward to keep the jumbee from entering, yet Mr. Gishard is both
béké and jumbee. As both, Mr. Gishard is the guardian of space and possession;
in walking backward, though, the people seem to reverse time, space, and pos
session. These alter-relations are embodied, and disembodied, in the house. In
death, as in life,
presence
space as colonial territory, just as plantation
economies endured (and in some places still endure) in the Caribbean long after
slavery ended. "The disintegration of the system left its marks,” Glissant writes
and in discussing the closed space of the plantation he notes that "Almost
everywhere planter castes degenerated into fixed roles” (Poetics 72). Clearly,
Mr. Gishard’s possession of the house is material. Kincaid reminds the reader
that houses are owned, as land is colonized and as bodies are enslaved; yet, Mr.
Gishard’s possession of the house is also spiritual — he possesses it as spirit, as
jumbee — and this possession is only translatable through Obeah’s trans-aesthetic

4. Dreaming Mother as Jablesse: Space, Time, and History "In the Night”
Moving from girl as jablesse to mother as
Kincaid draws the reader
into her night world. The girl as jablesse is creative; the mother as jablesse is
terrifying, yet awe-inspiring: daughter emulates mother, but she also fears her.
In the second section of "In the Night,” the girl dreams, and in her dreams, the
girl sees a "baby being born,” a baby who walks through pastures, eats "green
grass” and bleats like a lamb. Again, the human-animal boundary is trans
gressed, and Kincaid’s trans-aesthetics reveal that such metamorphoses, though
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rare in Western hierarchies, are common in Obeah. She says, “Its eyes are
closed. It’s breathing, the little baby. It’s breathing. It’s bleating, the little
baby. It’s bleating” (8). The passage alternates between breathing and bleating,
between baby’s breath and lamb’s bleat, but also between life and peril, as
“bleating” evokes the sound of “bleeding” and the murdered woman of the first
section whose blood “hits the floor” (7). The baby (or lamb) is described in
gentle terms though with “soft and pink lips” (8). This discordant juxtaposition
of tenderness and violence precedes a mid-night encounter with the girl’s
mother. Next, the mother appears at her bedside gently, as the girl says, “shak
ing me by the shoulders,” rousing the girl from her dreams by calling out, “Lit
tle Miss, Little Miss” (8). The girl says to her mother, “But it’s still night,” to
which the mother replies, “Yes, but you have wet your bed again” (8). The
mother, like Mr. Gishard, is a symbol of power, a guardian of old mores, of old
world values (as in Annie John, the mother Annie has interpellated Victorian
and strictly imposes them on her daughter). The mother is native and
foreign, gentle and terrifying. As symbol of power, the mother divides the
night with time. The wetness, the flow of urine, evokes the night’s rain fall;
both spill over divided terrains, blurring boundaries, mapping alterrains of
space, time, sleep,
dream, reality. The rain, the urine, the rum —
all divide the night, breaking space into the measured demarcations of marked
time. In contrast to colonial time marching to the tempo of historical evolu
tion, the girl’s night is a space of memory not marked by time’s intervals until
her mother disrupts this space. This memory is not individual, but trans-individual, collective: as Walcott intimates, “All of the Antilles, every island, is an
effort of memory” (Walcott, “Antilles” 82).
Looking into her mother’s face, which is “still young and still beautiful, and
still has pink lips” (8), the girl recalls the “soft and pink lips” of the baby’s face
from the dream. The repetition of still (“it’s still night”; “still young”; “still
beautiful”; “still has pink lips”) creates a pacific and halcyonic scene of daugh
ter and mother and dreams. The girl’s dreams are also nightmares, though, and
the mother is powerful and threatening, if also tender and beautiful. Although
the mother evokes the power of colonialism, she — like Mr. Gishard who is
both béké and jumbee — also ambivalently embodies the awe and danger of the
really the “wet nightgown” and her “wet sheets,” the
esse. As the can
mother removes
girl thinks, “My mother can change everything” (8). Here, change or alteration
ruptures stillness, and the girl notes, “In my dream I am in the night” (8).
These words remind the reader that the peaceful scene is not without peril, and
this section ends with dialogue between daughter and mother about “the lights
in the mountains” that are
a jablesse, or a “person who can turn into any
thing, but you
tell that they
’t real because of their eyes” (8-9). From
the mother who “can change everything” (8) comes the jablesse “who can turn
into anything” (8-9). The mother tells her daughter that “their eyes shine like
lamps, so bright you can’t look” (9). Especially beware “when you see a beauti
ful woman,” the mother warns, “a jablesse always tries to look like a beautiful
woman” (9). The mother,“still young,” is also “still beautiful” (9); she is gentle,
and she is terrifying.
Mother, daughter, jablesse “merge and separate, merge and separate” in
alterbiographic relations, as jablesse/girl/night-soil man also “merge and sepa
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rate, merge and separate” earlier in the narrative; and in the next section, mother/daughter/father form an alternative textual triad.

5. Filiation, Ineffable Words, Oral Worlds

The third section of the story is composed of one long quote, words spoken
the girl, words she claims that "no one has ever said to me.” So she begins: "No
one has ever said to
‘My father, a night-soil man, is very nice and very kind
. . .” (9). Here, we return to sound, and words spiral into memorable melodies,
an
backdrop to colonial History, the histories of the colonized conveyed
only through spoken language, if at all. In this long, meandering quote (in
which the girl speaks of words that no one ever said to her) the father, the
night-soil man, takes center-stage. The girl
of the father and all that he
does in his daily life — that he pats a dog when he passes it, rather than kicks
the animal; that he prefers pink shirts and pants to the brown and navy ones he
wears; that "he fell and broke his ankle,” "while running to catch a bus” (9); that
he likes to sit on a "stone under a mahogany tree” (9) to watch the children
playing; that he "eats the intestines of animal stuffed with blood and
and
drinks ginger beer” (10).
By invoking her father’s words and actions, she also invokes alternative pos
sibilities: those of kicking the dog, donning pink clothes, preferring brown and
navy, devouring children instead of blood sausages. The words describing his
meal are suggestive, anatomically and corporeally, and expose the intrinsic vio
lence of eating. The girl repeats the words her father has spoken to her: "He
has told me this many times: ‘My dear, what I like to do most,’ and so on” (10).
Again, Kincaid places her readers within the domestic sphere of families and
their
lives. Words spoken, like commonplace sounds, are lyrically woven
into the music of simplicity. And yet, these words are never spoken; they exist
in the girl’s imagination only, as she creates alter-worlds to experience and
inhabit. Kincaid’s text subtlely undermines colonialist discourse, revealing that
colonialist and phallogocentric discourses are imbricated and that filiation as
power operates according to a colonialist logic. Not all men, Kincaid shows, are
powerful; power is conferred through race, class, nationality. Here, the father
is not the law, the guardian of the Symbolic order (a la Lacan); the father does
not speak — he is marked by aphasia; his words are imagined
his daughter,
the true creative spirit of language, and stories, and worlds created in words.
She imagines a father; she imagines a father’s words; she imagines words
never spoken; she even imagines love. The girl reflects on what her father, the
night-soil man, does for her and reflects on her feelings for him: "I love
father the night-soil man” (10). Here, the relations alter, desires and dreams cir
culate: jablesse/girl/night-soil man enter into alter-relations with
mother/daughter/father. Extending the emotions of love, affection, and inti
macy for the father even further, the girl says, "Everybody loves him and waves
to him whenever they see him” (10), but these feelings also evoke jealousy in the
girl. "He is very handsome, you know,” the girl says, "and I have seen women
look at him twice” (10). The girl who watches the night-soil men at work way
into the middle of the night also sees women gazing at her father. Kincaid’s
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reversal of the colonialist
may be
in this passage: it is not colonial
administrator, or even father, who surveys land and bodies, as Spurr so inci
sively discusses in The Rhetoric of Empire; rather, it is the girl-narrator who
watches others. The girl notes how differently her father dresses “on special
days” and “on ordinary days,” but her obedience to the father is constant on all
days. “When he calls me, I say, ‘Yes, sir’” (10). The section ends with a line
expressing happiness, hope, and expectation: “He makes us happy, my father the
night-soil man, and has promised that one day he will take us to see something
he has read about called the circus” (10). This line, however, is the closing line
of a long quote that “no one has ever” spoken to the girl, and this happiness,
hope, and expectation seem, therefore, tenuous. Yet, this girl weaves worlds
with the creative (and destructive) force of a
incarnating and disincarnating multiple, transitory forms. Or, as Glissant writes, “this is an orality that
is not spoken aloud but articulated in underground understandings” (Poetics 39)

6. Language, Gardens, Worlds
The sea sighs with the drowned from the Middle Passage, the butchery
of its
Carib and Aruac and Taino, bleeds in the scarlet of
the immortelle, and even the actions of surf on sand cannot erase the
African memory, or the lances of
as a green prison where inden
tured Asians, the ancestors of Felicity, are still serving time.
—Derek Walcott

Kincaid and Walcott share in common a sense of genesis in writing, of creating
and recreating worlds in words. For Kincaid and Walcott, poetic creation
involves the translation of the natural world into language, as much as it does a
making of worlds from words; for
writer, the natural world does not
oppose History absolutely, yet the Antillean geography holds a counter-history
to the erasures of colonial history. Here,
should return to Bachelard’s poet
ics ofspace with rooms to be written, houses to be read, but we must add to those
closed spaces, the terrains of sea and flora and island. For Kincaid, “Gardening
is
an extended form of reading, of history and philosophy”; as she notes
in an interview published in The Boston Globe, “The garden itself has become
writing a book .... I am reading the landscape.” (57).
In the penultimate section of “In the Night,” the girl’s eye ambles through
Antiguan gardens and witnesses those who work there. The gardens, the flow
ers, the workers are all legible “in the night.” Here, the girl reads the landscape
and eloquently
the beauty she sees. The passage paints in words, poet
ically, multiple images of flowers that “close up and thicken” before narrating
the daily events that precede night’s fall. The densely lyrical, intensely poetic
passage traverses space and
through evocative
and lush language.
Kincaid uses repetition and difference in this section to alternate between
generic phrases that are reiterated and longer phrases that
and are woven
with specificity and variation. For Glissant, the generic or the general are part
of a colonial leveling process in which differences are erased into a dominant
sameness: “For centuries generalization,’ as operated by the West, brought dif-
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ferent community tempos into an equivalency in which it attempted to give a
hierarchical order to the times they flowered” (62). “ it not, perhaps,” Glissant asks, “time to return to a no less necessary ‘degeneralization ”? (62). Kin
caid’s passages begin with the general, but her words explode into myriad
blooms. Her flowers answer Glissant’s call for a “necessary ‘degeneralization.’”
Such lyrical repetition and difference, poetic vacillation between genre or type
and species, refigures the relations of each. In the first paragraph, the generic
image is the flower, and it blooms in Kincaid’s lines in multifarious colors and
manifold varieties:

the hibiscus flowers, the flamboyant flowers, the bachelor’s buttons, the
irises, the marigolds, the whitehead bush flowers, the ilies, the flowers on
the daggerbush the flowers on the turtleberry bush, the flowers on the soursop tree,. .. the sugar-apple tree,... the mango tree,. . . the guava tree,. .
. the dumps tree,. . . the pawpaw tree ....
(10-11)

The paragraph opens with the fine, “In the night, the flowers close up and
thicken” (10). In discussing the disruptions of orality in Saint-John Perse’s
poetry, Glissant says that “root stumps” appear when “language thickens into
nodules” (39). This thickening disrupts. After the catalogue of flowering trees
and blooming annuals, the paragraph ends with a similar line: “the flowers
everywhere close up and thicken” (11). The line reveals that there are recesses
of meaning in the natural flora that are impenetrable to the eye; the flowers
“close up” and resist being
just as language “thickens” into hard knots or
“root stumps.” Then, the girl tells us, “the flowers are
” (11); only anger,
or irritating frustration may be read in the flora. Kincaid’s line, like Walcott’s
quote used as an epigraph to this section, suggests a form of Caribbean resis
tance that imbues even the landscape, the foliage, the sea. The paragraph
moves from the general to the specific, from the generic flower to all its vari
eties; from the first line to the last, repetition and difference move in spirals.
In the second paragraph of this section, Kincaid again uses repetition and
difference to move from the generic phrase, “Someone is ...,” to specific actions
and moments taken from
life. The syntax of the repeated lines (imper
sonal pronoun + linking verb + present progressive verb + object[s]) establishes
a constant structure that enters variation and difference.

Someone is
a basket, someone is making a girl a dress or a boy a shirt,
someone is making her husband a soup with cassava so that he
take it to
the cane field tomorrow, someone is making his wife a beautiful mahogany
chest, someone is sprinkling a colorless powder outside a closed door so that
someone else’s child will be stillborn, someone is praying that a bad child who
is living prosperously abroad will be good and send a package filled with
new clothes, someone is sleeping.
(11; emphasis added)

The scenes are domestic, as the actions are daily: weaving; sewing; cooking;
building; cursing; praying; sleeping. The impersonal and generic phrase,
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“someone is . . .,” is completed by myriad moments — some nurturing, others
threatening. Many of these tasks are gendered
of labor, reminding us
that the generic is a patriarchal as well as colonialist construct. Kincaid returns
the reader to the scenes of domestic care and violences that opened the story.
As the girl sleeps and dreams in the second section, so someone here “is sleep
ing.” This final phrase evokes the girl who sleeps and dreams and is awakened
by her mother who changes her wet nightgown and
her about the
(8); the line also evokes the man who groans in his sleep, disgusts the woman,
then murders her. Sleep, and the alterrains of night, the girl knows, are not
always peacefill..

7.

History, Alterity, Trans-Desires

The final section centers on the girl and her trans-desires. In playful and sen
suous language, the girl maps desires both erotic and maternal, expressing her
love for “a red-skin woman with black bramblebush hair and brown eyes, who
wears skirts that are so big I can easily bury my head in them” (11). This
woman fuses Carib and African diasporic genealogies; the passage refigures
those lost in the colonialist violences of genocide and slavery as a woman to
adore and embrace. The woman
beautiful and wild, with “red skin” and
“black bramblebush hair.”
is also maternal and doting, with flowing skirts
“so big” that the girl “can easily bury [her] head in them” (11). The girl also
weds her body to the victims of genocide, slavery, and colonialism — not as
another person destroyed in the wake of European institutions, but as one who
desires corporeal embrace with those lost, one who desires bodily memory of
broken ancestral lines. The maternal and the erotic fuse in carnal, even pri
mordial, longing for the woman, and the girl says, “I would like to marry this
woman and ive with her in a mud hut near the sea” (11). “Hut,” as house,
stands in metonymic relation to body; here, it is an intimate corps-à-corps
dwelling. This dwelling is water and soil, soul and flesh, built from earth
moistened by the sea, evoking the elements of water and earth: theirs is an ele
mental passion. Inhabiting this space, the two will live and thrive, sharing pos
sessions and dividing them. They live in the alter-subjective spaces of transdesires. The girl lists the items shared and those separate:

In the mud hut will be two chairs and one table, a lamp that burns kerosene,
a medicine chest, a pot, one bed, two pillows, two sheets, one looking glass,
two cups, two saucers, two dinner plates, two
two drinking-water
glasses, one china pot, two fishing strings, two straw hats to ward sun off
our heads, two trunks for things we have very little use for, one basket, one
book of plain paper, one box filled with twelve crayons of different colors,
one loaf of bread wrapped in a piece of brown paper, one coal pot, one pic
ture of two women standing on a jetty, one picture of the
two
women embracing, one picture of the same two women waving goodbye,
one box of matches.
(11-12)
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The girl begins the list by enumerating utilitarian and domestic objects, both
those shared such as a table, a lamp, a medicine chest, a pot, a bed, a mirror, and
those that are individual such as “two chairs”; “two pillows, two sheets”; “two
cups, two saucers, two dinner plates, two forks, two drinking-water glasses”;
and so forth. The household items, even the individual ones, arrange their lives
in matching units: two of each kind.
The girl and the “red-skin woman with the black bramblebush hair”: they
will eat together, drink together, sleep together, fish together, and store away
items together, yet separately, in “two trunks for things we have very little use
for” (12). The items stored in the matching trunks are also given in ones and
twos: “one basket, one book of plain paper, . . . one loaf of bread wrapped in a
piece of brown
one coal pot,” with the solitary exception of “one box
filled with twelve crayons of different colors” (12). A world of color, not black
and white. The paired items are just these: the girl and the woman she marries
in several photographs. There is “one picture of two women standing on a jetty,
one picture of the same two women embracing, one picture of the same two
women waving goodbye” (12; emphasis added). The images are repeated in
similar phrases but show different moments and reveal differing emotive points
in time: “standing on a jetty,” “embracing,” or “waving goodbye” (12). Girl and
lover merge and separate. The girl shares in the erased histories, yet she is, ulti
mately, not outside of the History that erases.
Although the two women are separate, they are together in the pictorial
triptych; although the women are two, they are also the same. (Recall the “one
looking glass” that the women share; compare also the ending of Annie John in
which Annie John walks to the jetty, says goodbye to her mother, and leaves the
island with a trunk in hand, evoking her mother Annie’s earlier departure from
Dominica.) The three pictures tell a story of togetherness, love, and loss. The
final object in the trunk is “
box of matches,” capable of destroying the pic
tures, the trunks, the hut, and all the two women share and possess.. In their
elemental passion: fire. The girl embraces those eclipsed by
knowing
that lives and loves are fragile terrains. This fiery destruction remains possibil
ity only, potential only, and the girl imagines with child-like fervor and impetu
ousness a fantasy of playful bliss:
Everyday this red-skin woman and I will eat bread and milk for breakfast,
hide in bushes and throw hardened cow dung at people we don’t like,
coconut trees, pick coconuts, eat and drink the food and water from the
coconuts we have picked, throw
in the sea, put on John Bull masks
and frighten defenseless children on their way home from school, go fish
ing and catch only our favorite fishes to roast and have for dinner,
green figs to eat for dinner with the roast fish. Every
would do this.
(12)

The scene described (or imagined) is one of childhood fun, laughter, playful
ness,
one suffused with the sheer joy of living. The girl and her “red
skin woman” (who clearly recalls “Red Girl” from Kincaid’s novel Annie John)
will live with plenitude and happiness. And “every night,” the girl adds, “I
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would sing this woman a song; the words I don’t know yet, but the tune is in
my head” (12). The songs bind the girl and her "red-skin woman” carnally,
soulfully, musically. It is a song the girl does not know yet, but "the tune is in
[her] head” (12). The song is both primordial and unwritten, marked by
genealogy and genocide, future promise and past suffering. Song and woman
are earthly echoes that, like the landscape,
be translated. In a similar pas
sage in Annie John, the protagonist writes an "autobiographical essay” for a
school assignment; in the essay, the mother holds the
of land and sea
and the histories housed there. Annie John writes, "I would place my ear
against her neck, and it was as if I were listening to a giant shell, for all the
sounds around me — the sea, the wind, the birds screeching — would seem as
if they came from inside her, the way the sounds of the sea are in a seashell”
(43).
In the final lines of "In the Night,” the girl reflects on "this woman I would
like to marry [who] knows many things” (12). For the girl, the womans knowl
edge is earthly and benevolent; she would "never dream of making me cry” (12),
the girl insists. The woman’s knowledge is maternal, even primordial, and their
nightly ritual is rhythmic and oral. It recounts a prehistory, a time before, a
necessary myth: "Every night, over and over,” the girl tells us, "she will tell me
something that begins, ‘Before you
born” (12). Myth counters history,
opposes the erasures of time: "A poetics cannot guarantee us a concrete
of action. But a poetics, perhaps, does allow to understand better our action in
the world” (Glissant, Poetics 199). The storytelling ritual, like the song, binds
the girl and the "red-skin woman” in mythic spaces, in alter-subjective terrains.
The final line of the story reads, "I will marry a woman like this, and every
night, I will be completely happy” (12). The girl’s trans-desires, like the alterrains of night, are utopic — if also terrifying — fusing elemental passions and
oneiric visions.
Kincaid’s story weds lost historical points to the Caribbean’s "fragments of
epic memory” that remain; the two are joined in the girl and the "red-skin
woman” that she marries. "That is the basis of the Antillean experience,” Wal
cott writes in "this shipwreck of fragments, these echoes, these shards of a huge
tribal vocabulary, these partially remembered customs, and they are not decayed
but strong” (Walcott "Antilles” 70). Kincaid, thus, opens history to alterity,
presencing the lives of those eclipsed by time. Kincaid’s transformative alterpoetics, like Glissant’s poetics of Relation and Walcott’s poetics of fragments,
infuses self with other, other with self, history with alterity, presence with
absence. Kincaid’s texts reveal that, as Glissant writes, "Thought of the Other
is the moral generosity disposing me to accept the principle of alterity, to con
ceive of the world as not simple and straightforward, with only one truth —
mine” (Poetics 154). "In the Night,”
so many of Kincaid’s texts, weaves
together the embodied and disembodied experiences of alter-subjects and alterobjects, transporting and transfiguring the textual alterrains of the short story
through the shifting narrative
of the
” as jablesse. The alter-subjective terrains of "In the Night” (the baby’s breath, the lamb’s bleat, the night-soil
men at work, the bird-woman, Mr. Gishard with his glass of rum, the "red-skin
woman with black bramblebush hair,” and others) stitch alterity and otherness
into reflections of (and on) self.
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Jamaica Kincaid’s short story collection At the Bottom of the River draws on
the subversive, anti-colonial tradition of Obeah (as an African diasporic reli
gion that inspired slave revolts in the nineteenth century) in the Caribbean to
create a creolized poetics that disrupts Western, colonialist literary forms: the
world, as seen through this trans-aesthetic lens, is not static, fixed, or hierar
chical; it is metamorphic, malleable, transformative, and trans-relational. It
blurs the boundaries of colonial, metaphysical binaries — those operative in the
hierarchical relations of self-other, human-animal, living-dead, matter-spirit,
body-dwelling — creating diasporic spaces or alterrains of difference. Sensately, Kincaid weaves a world of experiences in which sight, sound, and touch
synaesthetically imbue the Antiguan landscape and the inhabitants of the
night. All is experienced through the girl-narrator and the textual, embodied
worlds she creates, and yet, she is often indistinguishable from that world, those
flowers, creatures, spirits, and people “in the night.” The girl traverses bound
aries; she is other.
The narrator in this diasporic terrain, “in the night,” is
a spirit who
by definition is metamorphic and elusive. Kincaid’s use of Obeah as aesthetic
and her use of the jablesse as narrator constitute willful acts of memory, ones
not bound by history or connected to time, but rather to creation: this memo
ry contests history, rather than remembering it. Memory, Glissant muses, “is
not a calendar memory; our experience of time does not keep company with the
rhythms of month and
alone; it is aggravated by the void, the final sentence
of the Plantation” (Poetics 72). But this touching upon the void, this experience
of the abyss that is the inheritance of the Middle Passage (or, “the final sentence
of the Plantation”) is also genesis, creation — “the infinite abyss, in the end
became knowledge” (Glissant, Poetics 8); “the entire ocean, the entire sea gently
collapsing in the end into the pleasures of sand, make one vast becoming, but a
beginning whose time is marked by these balls and chains gone green” (6). Or
as Walcott eloquently notes, “If there was nothing, there is everything to
made” (“The Muse” 4). In weaving worlds through this anti-colonial trans-aes
thetic, Kincaid herself plays the role of
the she-devil of colonialism,
the banished Lucifer (as in Annie John and Lucy) of the “New World,” the post
colonial and diasporic writer who creates, like a god, new worlds.
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